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You have to have a big vision and take very 

small steps to get there. You have to be humble 

as you execute but visionary and gigantic in 

terms of your aspiration. In the … industry, it's 

not about grand innovation, it's about a lot of 

little innovations: every day, every week, every 

month, making something a little bit better. 
- Jason Calacanis

Hackers often describe what they 

do as playfully creative problem 

solving. 

- Heather Brooke



Manzama

HubSpot

HootSuite (SM 
management)

Clearview Social

CRM

Practice Boomers

Smart Web

Dashboards



What can you do in your own 
shop that is cost effective? 

OPEN

What are additional or different 
considerations for smaller firms?
• Limited IT depts., to implement a 

new tool – what can you do?
• Choose a strategy, and minimize 

spend



Practice Boomers – monitor associate 
training…pipeline development

Enterprise Solutions – help partners 
and the BD team visualize progress

Client Engagement 
Dashboard (PowerBI)









Dashing Dashboards and Crashing
Legacy Tech Debt.

Valuable integrations (NetDocs, 
SharePoint, etc.)

New Products…3rd party developers or do 
it in-house?

How do you make it work 
for your culture?

What about the time 
billing intake software?

What about experience 
software?

Items to consider…



Priori Legal – use the 
software to find a specific 
lawyer, bypass the firm

The “who knows who”
• BD needs to evolve, use that

recognition and what do you 
do about it?

Moneyball for Lawyers



Specific projects/possible use cases

• Pitch process (pitch automation 
tools, tracking pitches through 
dashboards)

• Chambers submissions 

• Web users, alert recipients - add a 
qualification layer.
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